However recent neurophysiological findings challenge this account (White et al. 2012) . 73
In this study, monkeys were required to perform a simple saccadic task whilst ignoring 74 any distractor. In trials when the distractor appeared before the target and for which 75 saccades curve away from the distractor, White et al. (2012) expected to observe the 76 trace of top-down inhibition at the distractor loci while the monkey was waiting for 77 the target to appear. Contrary to these expectations, no trace of inhibition was ob-78 served during that interval in the SC. Note that this surprising finding does not contra-79 dict the earlier observations of McPeek et al. (2003; 2006) , in which less activity at dis-80 tractor location was reported during the saccade-related discharge. White et al. (2012) 81 deviation with larger inter-stimulus distances (more detailed in Discussion). Second, if 142 there is some residual motor activity caused by the first saccade, this would induce a 143 deviation in the direction of the first saccade (see Figure 2B ). Consider how these two 144 factors might interact, with illustration of a "right-then-up" trial. A distractor to the 145 right of the second saccade vector must appear in a more eccentric location from the 146 initial fixation point than a distractor to the left of the second saccade vector. Retino-147 topically, both distractors are rightward, predicting leftward curvature, but the most 148 eccentric stimulus can produce stronger curvature in the models. In parallel, the as-149 sumption of residual motor activity from the first saccade would add an equal tenden-150 cy of rightward curvature to both situations. It is plausible that for a leftward distrac-151 tor (which has a weak influence), the residual motor activity would be dominant, lead-152 ing to curvature to the right while, for a rightward distractor (which has a strong influ-153 ence), the residual motor activity would not prevail, resulting in curvature to the left. and test without ambiguity the influence of spatiotopic representations and motor re-158 sidual activity, we developed a simple two-saccade paradigm without any distractor. 159
First, we established that the second saccade in our sequence curves away from the 160 location of the initial fixation stimulus, consistent with either of these mechanisms. 161
Second, we distinguished these mechanisms through varying the time of the second 162 saccade onset from 1) the fixation offset and 2) the first saccade offset. 
Procedure and Stimuli

172
There were three types of trials: control trials, single stimulus trial, and double stimu-173 lus trials, which will be described below. The control trials were present in case we 174 needed a reference to compute the curvature of saccades. It turned out we did not 175 need such a reference, so these trials are not considered in our analyses and report. 176
The single stimulus trials were used to prevent the participant anticipating a second 177 saccade, and are also not analyzed. A participant would complete two experimental 178
sessions of approximately 1 hour, separated by at least one night. Each session con-179 sisted of setting the chair and chin-rest for the participant to sit comfortably; a 13-180 point calibration of the Eyelink 2000 Eye tracker; 160 control trials; 640 trials mixing 181 randomly single-stimulus and double-stimuli trials. A break was suggested to the par-182 ticipant every 200 trials, and re-calibration was conducted every 400 trials. 183 Figure 1A and B summarize the spatial and temporal configuration of the stimuli. For 184 single and double stimulus trials, the participant was required to fixate a "+" fixation 185 cross ( in Figure 1 ) of radius 0.2° on the screen. The fixation cross could appear ei-186 ther on the left or on the right of the screen, along the horizontal axis. The participant 187 pressed the space bar to confirm fixation after which the fixation cross disappeared at 188 a random time drawn from a uniform distribution U(500 ms, 1100 ms). Following an 189 optional gap target S1 was presented: a circular stimulus of radius 0.4°. It could appear 190 either on the top or the bottom of the screen, along the vertical axis. In the double 191 stimuli trials, the presentation of S1 was followed by the presentation of which was 192 the vertical mirror image of S1 with an angular distance of 60° (i.e., using the Fixation 193 as origin, if S1 is at -30° of directional angle, S2 will be at 30°). and were always at 194 13.5° of eccentricity from fixation on both single and double step trials. In the control 195 trials, the participants were simply making saccades from S1 to S2 locations and vice 196
versa. 197
As justified in the next section, we manipulated the Gap and S1 durations in a 2x2 de-198 sign (short/long S1 and short/long Gap). For short S1 trials, S1 duration was randomly 199 taken from a uniform distribution between 250 ms and 450 ms, while for long S1 trials 200 it was taken between 550 ms and 750 ms, so that duration could not be anticipated 201 even when the short duration had passed. For short Gap trials, the Gap duration was 202 randomly selected from a uniform distribution between 0 ms to 200 ms while for long 203
Gap trials, the Gap duration was picked between 300 ms to 500 ms. Note that the 204 change in duration between short and long conditions is the same for Gap duration 205 and S1 duration (300 ms). Each condition had an equal number of trials and these 206 were randomly inter-mixed, independently for each participant. However, such curvature could be equally explained by a spatiotopic representation of 215 the previous fixation, or residual motor activity from the first saccade (Figure 2A and 216 B). Our experiment was designed to discriminate between these mechanisms by sepa-217 rately adjusting S1 and Gap durations in a 2x2 design. 218 Importantly, we assumed that the curvature of the saccade is proportional to the sum 219 of the effect of both mechanisms. interval (between Saccade 1 and Saccade 2) unchanged (we will test the extent to 227 which this assumption holds below). In other words, Gap duration can be used to test 228 for an effect of the previous fixation (F) only. On the other hand, increasing S1 duration 229 extends both the intersaccadic interval and the time between Saccade 2 and Fixation 230 offset, which affects both the effect of the previous fixation (F) and motor residual ac-231 tivity (M). In other words, S1 duration cannot be used on its own to test an effect of 232 residual motor activity (M) . 233 This can be solved by choosing carefully a 2x2 design with short/long S1 durations 234 and short/long Gap durations. Figure 3 illustrates, for each condition, the inter-235 saccadic intervals, the time since Fixation offset and how the time course of the effect 236 of both motor residual activity (M) and previous fixation (F) would affect the curvature 237 of Saccade 2 (last row). We chose the durations of S1 and Gap so that the combinations 238 "long Gap / short S1" and "short Gap / long S1" both give a similar time between Sac-239 cade 2 and Fixation offset (we will assess the extent to which this assumption holds 240 below). Thus, in these conditions, mainly the intersaccadic interval is changed, allow-241 ing us to test for an effect of motor residual activity (see dark gray lines in last row, 242 column 1, Hypothesis 1). An effect of Fixation only (see light gray line in last row, col-243 umn 2, Hypothesis 2) would lead to an effect of Gap and S1 duration, but no difference 244 between the conditions "long Gap / short S1" and "short Gap / long S1". Finally, an ef-245 fect of both Fixation and motor residual activity would lead to an effect of Gap and S1 246 duration and a difference between the conditions "long Gap / short S1" and "short Gap 247 / long S1" (column 3, Hypothesis 3). Importantly, similar effects were predicted withlinear decays and increase functions while the effect sizes varied with the parameters 249 of the functions (more figures and source code accessible online). 250
It is noteworthy that we do not assume any direction concerning the time course of the 251 effects and our paradigm is tailored to inform us on their direction. In The analysis proceeded in three steps. First, we demonstrate that the second saccades 284 curved away from the spatiotopic location of the Fixation stimulus (replicating pilot 285 experiments that showed this on a small sample of participants). We simply selected, 286 based on the Bayes Factor (BF), the best model that explains the initial deviation (see 287 In a second step, we checked that the assumptions we made on the consistency of sac-291 cade latencies and durations across conditions were met. Importantly, we needed to 292 make sure that: 1) the time onset of Saccade 2 since the Fixation offset is similar be-293 tween the conditions shortGap/longS1 and longGap/shortS1; 2) the intersaccadic time 294 is similar between shortGap and longGap conditions. We used within-subject Bayesi-295 an 2x2 ANOVAs to check these requirements. 296
In a third step, we tested the hypotheses outlined in the previous section to discrimi-297 nate the effect of motor residual activity from the effect of the spatiotopic representa-298 tion of the previous fixation. For simplicity and better readability of the results, we col-299 lapsed the data so that we obtained the mean difference in initial deviation between 300 the conditions Fixation left and Fixation right (abbreviated to IDD LR ) for each partici-301 pant and each condition (i.e. Gap/S1 durations). To test an effect of the Fixation, we 302 ran a Bayesian top-down analysis that assesses the importance of Gap and S1 duration 303 in explaining our data. Specifically, a full model that considers all the variables and in-304 teractions is tested against models that omit each of the independent variables (ΔGap, 305 ΔS1), random variables (Participant), and their interactions (see Figure 7 and 
Results
320
The average rejection rate of trials was 27 % (the rejection rules can be found in sec-321 tion 0. We rejected in total 3 participants based on their proportion of rejected trials 322 (greater than 40%; we aimed to get at least 50 data points in each cell of the design to 323 allow for robust estimates of measures of central tendency of latency, duration, and 324 curvature), concluding that the gap was too disruptive to their performance (anticipa-325 tory saccades) or that the eye-tracker was not recording properly (missing data). 326
Saccade curvature away from the previous fixation point It is worth recalling that a good data set for testing our hypotheses should show: 341
1. An effect of S1 Duration but no effect of Gap Duration on the intersaccadic inter-342 val, 343 2. A similar distribution of the time interval between Fixation offset and Saccade 2 344 onset when comparing "long S1 / short Gap" with "short S1 / long Gap" conditions. 345
The data broadly met those requirements. Figure 5A shows the latency of the second 346 saccade relative to the first saccade offset. A Bayesian 2x2 within-subject ANOVA on 347 the intersaccadic intervals, revealed an effect of Gap Duration (BF >1000 against a Gap 348 Duration omission). However, this effect is very small compared to the effect of S1 Du-349 ration-i.e., 9 times smaller (267 ms against 31 ms on average). Figure 5B shortGap), we ran a one-sided paired t-test on the distributions for longGap and short 378
Gap conditions. When tested against the null, the BF of the effect of Gap being positive 379 is 0.06 (+-0.1%) while the BF of being negative is of 20.7 (+-0%). Overall, the BF of be-380 ing negative against being positive is very strong (combined BF = 20.7/0.06 = 321). We 381 read the combined BF as very strong evidence of an asymmetry favoring negative val-382 ues; that is supportive of a decrease of the Fixation effect over time. 383
Now that we have strong evidence for an effect of the spatiotopic representation of the 385
Fixation, we need to discriminate between Hypothesis 2 (Effect of Fixation only) and 386
Hypothesis 3 (Effect of Fixation and motor residual activity). 387
As explained in section 0, more tests are needed to assess the effect of the motor re-388 sidual activity of the previous saccade. One way is to compare the longS1/shortGap 389 and shortS1/longGap conditions (see Figure 3 , last row, dark gray lines), so we ran a 390 paired one-sided t-test on their distributions. When tested against the null, the BF of 391 (longS1/shortGap -shortS1/longGap < 0) is 1.26 while the BF of (longS1/shortGap -392 shortS1/longGap > 0) was 0.14. In other words, our data does not provide enough evi-393 dence to distinguish between no effect and decreasing effect of motor residual activity 394 over time (i.e. the time since fixation being controlled). However, the data contains 395 positive evidence against an increasing effect. That asymmetry between the two t-test 396 leads the combined BF testing for the effect being negative rather than positive to be 397 1.26/0.14 = 9, which is positive evidence in support of a decreasing effect. Hence, alt-398 hough we would need more data to settle unambiguously whether there is a decreas-399 ing effect, the asymmetry between the two t-test is an encouraging result. 400
As there is some evidence that the fixation effect and the motor residual effect go in the 401 same direction over time (or, at least, not in opposite directions), we expect the effect 402 size of S1 to be greater than the effect size of Gap if a motor residual activity is indeed 403 present (see section 0). We computed the distribution of non-standardized effect sizes 404 for S1 (i.e. short S1 -long S1) and for Gap (i.e. short Gap -long Gap) and we ran a one-405 sided paired t-test on them. We are here mostly interested in (S1 effect > Gap effect) 406 against the null (S1 effect = Gap effect), for which the BF is 2.89. That represents weak 407 evidence in favor of an effect of motor residual activity. 408
Finally, Figure 7 illustrates the difference in effect size by sampling these effects from 409 the posterior distribution of the best model. When comparing the two subplots, the 410 effect of S1 duration appears to be greater, but also more variable than the effect of 411 Gap duration. Recall that, under Hypothesis 3, S1 duration effect would be the sum of 412 the effect of Fixation and motor residual activity, while Gap duration effect only de-413 pends on the effect of Fixation. This sum of two effects would lead to a greater effect 414 and greater variance for S1 duration. In other words, the posterior distribution is such 415 as expected under Hypothesis 3. 416
To conclude, the data provide some support for Hypothesis 3 over Hypothesis 2 417 while rejecting Hypothesis 1. In other words, the curvature away that we observed is 418 caused by both a spatiotopic representation of the previously fixated location and a 419 motor residual activity from the previous saccade. Furthermore, the effect of the pre-420 
Proposed model updates
497
We believe that our work does not disqualify the main mechanisms of the recent mod-498 els, however, it calls to augment them with additional mechanisms. 499
The large dependence of saccadic curvature on the time since the previous saccade, is 500 likely to partly originate from a saccade-related residual activity in the Superior Collic-501 teractions, there will be a similar problem as in the model of Kruijne et al. (2014) . 522
While the participant is fixating S1 and preparing to move to S2, the residual activity of 523 Saccade 1 will push the activity related to S2 toward the initial Fixation point and lead 524 to deviation toward the initial Fixation point. To avoid this, the addition of motor re-525 sidual activity needs to be independent from spatial interactions, and may, for in-526 stance, take place in the LLBNs or another layer of the SC. 527
Our experiment also provides evidence for a curvature away from the spatiotopic rep-528 resentation of a previous fixation stimulus. A second revision of the models could then 529 add either a satellite structure, which would send spatiotopic signals to the SC/LLBN, 530 or a feedback mechanism, which would automatically shift the SC's signal when a sac-531 cade occurred (find more discussion in the next section). It is important to note here 532 that the spatiotopic signal would project on the SC/LLBN with excitatory connections. 533
That may at first seem contradictive with the top-down inhibition theory, but it is not. 534 
Conclusion
563
We conclude that both residual activity from previous saccades and spatiotopic repre-564 sentation of previously fixated stimuli can influence the trajectory of the current sac-565
cade. This influence is translated into a trajectory curvature away from the previously 566 fixated stimulus. These findings call for current retinotopic models of curvature to up-567 date and take into account spatiotopic representations and the motor history. We sug-568 gest that the Lateral Intraparietal area would be a good candidate to provide excitatory 569 spatiotopic signal to the SC. 
